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The person-in-charge of International Glacier Music seemed excited. “Miss Sweet Tune, do you have any 

intention to make a comeback and sign a contract with a company? You are free to choose whichever 

resources that catches your eye in International Glacier Music.” 

 

The person-in-charge of the International Kings Music piped up, “Empty promises are worth nothing! 

Miss Sweet Tune, both Gordon and Walter are under our company. Please consider us.” 

 

The representative for the International Glacier Music then coldly snorted and mocked, “A certain 

company only has Gordon and Walter and the rest are losers. What sort of benefit will they be able to 

provide to you?” 

The person-in-charge of International Kings Music rolled his eyes at him, but his enthusiasm was not 

weakened—even by the slightest. “Miss Sweet Tune, you don’t have to mind a certain company; they 

can’t even attract Walter and Gordon to work with them. I think that it is a case of sour grapes.” 

Janet gently raised her attractive eyes. “I am not going to make a comeback, so I have no intention to 

sign a contract with any company.” 

 

In essence, her words were a rejection of both their offers. 

The person-in-charge of International Glacier Music stared at Janet with wide eyes as he exclaimed in 

shock, “Miss Sweet Tune, could it be that the ‘Untitled’ that you played on stage during the competition 

was your final piece?” 

 

The person-in-charge of International Kings Music also stared at her with his eyes widened as well while 

eagerness and excitement filled his eyes. 

 

Janet cast a glance at the two of them. With her brows slightly raised, she calmly replied, “That’s the 

case for now.” 

For now? In other words, she may change her mind on whether she’ll make a comeback or not. Is it in 

the nature of individuals with outstanding talents to be capricious? 



 

 

  

Looking at the two men, who were frozen by her words, her pink lips parted. “What’s wrong? You guys 

should leave.” 

 

Although it was the clear voice of a girl, it sounded incredibly cold and powerful at that instant. 

 

The moods of the persons-in-charge of International Kings Music and International Glacier Music 

instantly took a nosedive; they nodded and left with their tails between their legs. 

 

 

  

After they had left, Janet entered the classroom. 

 

“Janet, you rejected the offers of both companies?” 

 

The students seemed interested in that. 

 

She nodded without saying anything, which then induced a wave of envious voices from the students. 

 

“Tsk, bigshots are free to do whatever they want.” 

 

“Speaking of which, why did Professor Dylan Fontaine ask you to meet him?” 

 



Although Professor Dylan Fontaine was a lecturer in Woodsbury University, he seldom showed up in the 

university as he spent most of his time presenting talks or performing surgeries off campus. He usually 

returned to the university only to carry out medical research work. 

 

However, they did not hear that there was any medical research work being recently carried out in 

Woodsbury University. 

 

Janet raised her eyes and impassively answered, “For the International Medical Competition.” 

 

“Did Professor Fontaine recommend you to participate in it?” 

 

“Yeah.” 

 

The few people at the scene were dumbfounded by her words. 

 

“F*ck！Professor Fontaine is so unfair; he actually allows you to take the shortcut.” 

 

Although they said so, there was not even the slightest hint of jealousy in their tone; instead, it was 

filled with envy. 

 

Upon hearing that, Janet curved up the corner of her lips and calmly added, “But, I didn’t say that I am 

going to participate.” 

 

“Huh?” As soon as she said that, the few people at the scene were obviously more astonished. Why? 

 

Participants of the International Medical Competition would not only gain the opportunity to make an 

appearance in front of the public. Since the Medical Research Institute in Markovia was part of the 

judging panel this time around, the participants would also earn the chance of meeting the institute’s 

representatives. 



 

On top of that, rumors had it that the legendary divine doctor was also one of the panel of judges. 

 

Nevertheless, those were merely rumors without any guarantee of accuracy; the truth would only be 

revealed on the day of the competition. 

 

Nonetheless, obtaining the opportunity to make an appearance in the International Medical 

Competition was already a dream come true for everyone in the medical field. 

 

Of course, if one was able to be the champion of the competition, it would bring honor to that person’s 

university. 

 

There were hundreds of medical students in Woodsbury University fighting to obtain one of the two 

available slots to participate in the competition; that would result in an extremely low probability of 

being chosen. Therefore, when Dylan personally recommended Janet to join the competition, why did 

she reject the opportunity? 


